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DEG PRESIDENT’S DESK

No More “Normal”

A

s I thought about how to start this column, the news
came that a 90-year-old grandmother of four in the
U.K. became the first person in a Western nation to
receive a COVID-19 vaccine outside clinical trials.
(The second was an 81-year-old called William Shakespeare.)
I feel safe in saying that most of us are looking forward to
one or more vaccines beginning to be administered in the
U.S. and around the world this month, with a goal of establishing herd immunity to the novel coronavirus as soon as
possible. There is much said, and written about, our ability
to go back to “normal” with the help of the vaccines. This
all with a goal towards being able to conduct daily activities
without a mask, resume travel, entertain friends inside our
homes and grocery shop without worry.
At the same time, however, I feel strongly that we need to
stop calling, and thinking about, things as “normal,” new or
otherwise.
Environment for experimentation
As we begin to emerge from the pandemic, will the entertainment business go back to “normal,” with premium content making its way through a rigid series of windows from
theaters to homes and personal devices, cycling through

the same, established payment models as it goes? Clearly not.
With theaters forced to close and productions shut down, the
pandemic created the perfect environment for overdue experimentation with distribution models. All major studios have
jumped to take advantage of this unique opportunity to offer
consumers new ways to consume content, and consumers have
embraced the change. Will windows be re-sorted again once
consumers feel safe watching a two-hour movie in an enclosed
theater? I’m sure they will, but this won’t be a return to “normal” or to a “new normal,” as much the next
step in the ongoing evolution of our business.
An evolution that began before, and will conDEG
tinue after, the pandemic.
President & CEO
Amy Jo Smith
WFH Productivity, creativity
smith@degonline.org
By the same token, will the way we do business go back to “normal,” with individuals
Director, Communication
driving across town to meet in their offices
& Events / DEG Q Editor
with coworkers, on a prescribed schedule
Marcy Magiera
each day, and traveling, road warrior style,
marcy@degonline.org
to meet far-flung colleagues and clients in
person? Again, now that we have seen the
innovation, productivity and creativity that
can happen without full staff in an office
every day, I don’t see a return to our former
ways. People will go to offices, but not all of
them, and not every day. In the future, working
remotely at times, and in a central workplace
at other times, will be accepted as the way we
do business. Just look at the way we’ve come
to accept, even embrace, kids and pets on
video calls.
If you’re looking for a pandemic silver lining,
perhaps it is the increased value we are all
learning to place on flexibility and resiliency.
But don’t call it the new normal. It just is what
it is. n

“Now” work and play: Smith (top) takes a video call between takes for DEG’s Zoom Out year-end event, recorded
at the DTS Sound Space in Los Angeles. Relaxing at Happy
Place: The Drive Thru in the parking lot of LA’s Westfield
Century City mall.

Amy Jo Smith

President & CEO, DEG:
The Digital Entertainment Group
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JEREMY SETTLE
Assistant VP Program Management & Analytics, AT&T
DEG Board Director

“Compelling content, simple pricing, and password sharing
(yep, even this!) will help sustain subscriptions over the long-haul.”

AT&T analytics maven sees opportunity in new content aggregation models
DEG: How can DEG best help the membership navigate all the change that the entertainment industry is
experiencing – in consumer behavior, business models, windows, and even the new ways we are all working?
JS: I believe it was Albert Einstein who said, “Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to
think.” The challenge for many of us is sifting through the mountains of information to (1) determine truth and (2) connect to data that challenges us to think. This is even more difficult in an industry where there is no shortage of information being circulated daily.
I believe that DEG can continue to play a key role in driving education (not just information spreading) within its
membership. We see this today through the many Expos and Summits that are hosted by DEG. We find a curated and
expansive list of key news in The DEG DEN newsletter. And most notably, we see this through the leadership of Amy Jo
Smith and her team who daily advocate for the industry and for the membership.

IN THIS JOB: With AT&T for 21 years, in current
role for one year
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Previous roles include analytics, product management, operations, sales and
even a stint in human resources
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: My family, travel,
music, home improvement
linkedin.com/in/jeremy-settle-80099445

DEG: What is currently the biggest area of opportunity in digital entertainment
distribution?
JS: As with many industries, the entertainment industry is going through a massive evolutionary change as a result of COVID-19. The status quo of movie release
windows has collapsed and will likely not go back to the way it once was. Studios
are testing the market trying to find a new path forward with everything from
shortened windows, to direct to PVOD, and even same day theater and streaming.
We do not have a clear view of what a post-COVID-19 world will look like for digital
entertainment distribution. However, we know that there are many stories still
to tell and many passionate people who will blaze a path to connect these great
stories with audiences across the globe.

DEG: What will be the biggest opportunity in five years?
JS: I believe that one of the biggest opportunities over the next few years is going to be a reshaping of the TV programming
industry. For years, the industry has relied on distributors including satellite, cable and, most recently, OTT services, to
package programming from across the industry into small, medium, and large packages. Consumers buy packages of
hundreds of channels, yet only watch 15 to 25 channels regularly.
The emergence of SVODs, most notably the growth of original content, provides consumers with a new opportunity
to ‘pick and choose’ the programming they want simply by subscribing to specific services. In the end, they reduce the
unwanted content, but end up with multiple subscription services, experiences, and payments. And while SVOD switching may be a concern today, compelling content, simple pricing, and password sharing (yep, even this!) will help sustain
subscriptions over the long-haul.
Ultimately, this will have a dramatic impact on the current distribution model, while paving the way for a new aggregation model. Subscription fatigue and slowed engagement will drive an opportunity for aggregation across key content
discovery features like search, recommendation, and profiles. Services will want and need to own the experience within
their app, but consumers will want to have a level of integration across services to drive simplicity in content discovery.
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DEG: What’s a surprising insight about digital
consumers that you’ve gained this year?
JS: Who would have imagined going the better
part of a year without sports, movies and new
TV programming? And yet, video viewership hit
an all-time high during shelter-in-place guidelines of the COVID-19 pandemic. Where new
content was absent, consumers reconnected
with shows and movies from the past. Families
re-established movie night rituals and binged
through series and movie franchises from
yesteryear. In a world of “content is king,” consumers found a way to connect their families to
what they watched when they were growing up.
This connection with the past shows the power
of storytelling and the desire within each of us
to connect to these stories…past, present and
future stories.

DEG: How are you planning to spend the holidays
during this most unusual time?
JS: When my wife and I had our first kid,
we made a commitment that Christmas
morning would always be celebrated at our
home. This has always made extended travel
difficult, but we still managed to see our extended families over the holiday time. Since
our move to Los Angeles in 2017, we have had
to forego the trips back home and focus on
creating unique memories for each year. For
2020, the pandemic has limited our range of
options for big plans. Christmas Eve candlelight service on the beach will be replaced
with a family walk through the neighborhood. Christmas parties with friends will be
replaced with family game night. In the end,
what we do is not as important as the fact
that we do it together as a family. n

When Settle and his wife Genevia had their first child, they
agreed every Christmas morning would be spent at home. The
pandemic has further focused them on family holiday activities.
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Survivor fan “Bec” Heap hails from
Sydney and the capital of New South
Wales is at the top of her 2021 travel
wish list.

•

Only getting web store data?
• •
Then you're not seeing
•
the big picture.
Looper Insights is the intelligence layer that tracks the 'on-screen'
performance of your content. Its insights will give your content the
competitive edge in promotion and performance.
If you're selling or promoting your content on Smart TVs, games
consoles, streaming devices, set-top boxes or OTT; then we have
you covered.

SVP Video and Entertainment, Comcast Cable
DEG Board Director
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Comcast’s Heap sees it as her job to help consumers find and enjoy entertainment
content, whether they subscribe to Comcast for pay TV or internet alone
DEG: You’re in a very senior position within your organization and have a remarkably busy schedule,
why have you chosen to take a leadership role with DEG?

LOOPER

IN SIG H TS
Unlocking Insights

Every Product. Every Store. Every Day.
Visit looperinsights.com and sign up for a guided tour to discover the
data-driven insights you could be using to increase your ROI.

RH: Comcast has had a positive and fruitful partnership with DEG for years, and I’m honored to continue that tradition
and sit on the board alongside my industry peers. Our Xfinity X1 and Flex platforms give our customers access to a growing amount of digital entertainment and DEG has been a great advocate to help grow the industry and enhance innovation among its members.
DEG: How can DEG best help the membership navigate all the change that the entertainment industry is
experiencing – in consumer behavior, business models, windows, and even the new ways we are all working?
RH: Consumers love entertainment more than ever, but the way they want to consume it continues to evolve. Industry
forums, events and speaker panels to connect and learn from our peers are invaluable in a fast-changing landscape. DEG
does a brilliant job helping to educate and connect its members.
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Soul
Streaming Dec. 25

DEG: The pandemic has really accelerated media consumption trends that had started earlier, including cord cutting and the growth of digital, in both transactional and subscription forms. How do you see
these trends continuing into 2021?
RH: What we’re seeing is that the pandemic is really just accelerating
trends that were already underway or soon to begin, such as the growth
of OTT, AVOD, new theatrical movie windows, etc. I think you’ll see these
trends continue into 2021 and we’re well-positioned to embrace them with
our entertainment platforms, X1 and Flex.
X1 will continue to be our flagship entertainment platform, offering our
customers the most entertainment choices via the best aggregation platform, but we’re also embracing Flex for our internet-only customers. In
our minds, whether they take our pay-TV service or just internet, we see
them as an entertainment customer, and we want to super serve them
with the best platform to find and discover all their favorite entertainment
— subscription-based, ad-supported, transactional and most recently
premium video on demand (or PVOD). We’re going to continue leaning
into this strategy and will look for ways to evolve both platforms to suit the
unique needs of each customer and make entertainment enjoyable and
easy in a more complex world.

IN THIS JOB: One year in current role,
almost two years at Comcast
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Prior to Comcast,
served as Head of Distribution, Programming & Digital for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). Before that
was Director of Content & Partnerships
at Foxtel and General Manager, Strategy
and Programming for AUSTAR.
HOMETOWN: Beautiful Sydney, Australia
LIVE NOW: Outside Philadelphia
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Spending

DEG: How does the proliferation of new OTT services impact
Xfinity’s business?

time with family, exploring new places,
playing board games and watching Survi-

vor. And since moving to Philly, watching

RH: Being able to bring our customers their favorite content, regardless
Sixers games.
of where it’s coming from and how it’s being delivered, has been our mislinkedin.com/in/rebeccaheap
sion since Brian Roberts laid the framework for “Project Infinity” at CES
in 2008. As a company, we’ve been embracing OTT services since 2014
when we first integrated NBC’s digital coverage of the Sochi Olympics
Games directly into X1. Today, we have more than 250 streaming services on both X1 and Flex, and we expect that
number to keep growing. But the big differentiator for us is not the amount of OTT services we offer on both X1
and Flex, but the way we aggregate it all together and present it to customers. Without seamless aggregation,
the proliferation of OTT services can make entertainment a chore for consumers and that’s why we put so much
focus on getting it right. Entertainment, done well, keeps Xfinity customers engaged and satisfied, delivering
incredible value back to the broader business.
DEG: We’ve all been a bit cooped up for the better part of year. If you could travel anywhere in the world
(safely) in 2021, where would it be?
RH: A visit home to Sydney to see family and hit the stunning Sydney beaches is currently on the top of my very
long travel wish list. n

“Without seamless aggregation, the proliferation of OTT services
can make entertainment a chore for consumers and that’s why
we put so much focus on getting it right. Entertainment, done
well, keeps Xfinity customers engaged and satisfied, delivering
incredible value back to the broader business. ”
DEGQ&A 2020 10
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DEG: What’s your favorite success story that your teams have accomplished during this unprecedented
virtual period?

CHRIS REYNOLDS
EVP Localization & Fulfillment Services,
Deluxe Media, Inc.

CR: I was very impressed by the way the Deluxe teams around the globe were able to instantly pivot to
a completely remote work-from-home operation for all of our subtitling, scripting, audio description,
packaging, transcoding and delivery workflows. We were able to leverage our cloud-based platforms in a
big way and we’ve all been very pleased with how well everything has been working. Additionally, we’re
very proud of One Dub, which is our fully cloud-based remote recording application. From the time we
launched it early this year it’s been used for thousands of recording sessions around the world for original ADR and international dubbing. There are full lip-sync dubs streaming on platforms today that were
entirely recorded using One Dub, which is quite an achievement for something that Deluxe launched in
Q2 of this year.
DEG: What is one change you hope to see in 2021?

Challenged dubbing studios carry on safely with cloud-based platforms,
says Deluxe’s newly promoted localization leader

DEG: What is currently the biggest area of opportunity in entertainment distribution outside the U.S.?

CR: As much as I love all of the technology we’ve been able to leverage, and our new ways of working,
I’m most looking forward to seeing humanity overcome this pandemic so that we can work together
in person again, travel again, and get back to being able to put out more great content for audiences to
enjoy all over the world without having to worry about exposing each other to COVID-19. n

IN THIS JOB: Recently promoted, but with Deluxe
for more than 10 years

CR: Platforms. No matter where you are in the world, platforms are launching with great content that originates both in and out of the U.S. This ranges
from existing major international platforms like Netflix, Amazon and Apple,
as well as the global roll-out of Disney+, HBO Max, Paramount+ and more.
There is a lot of opportunity for local and localized content to be enjoyed all
over the world through the major platforms and other more regional players.
DEG: In what way is the pandemic affecting the movement of local content
to different territories around the globe?
CR: We’ve all seen a major impact to theatrical exhibition and distribution and have seen major studios pivot those releases to platforms, with
more announcements that content will continue to shift to streaming only
or dual-release windows, so that’s an obvious impact. Beyond theatrical
content releases, the ability for production companies to finish shooting
and posting content has impacted global supply, and the ability of dubbing
studios to operate safely at full capacity has also been challenged. While
most countries are able to support studio work, there are still limits to operating hours and the number of people allowed in studios that have impacted traditional dubbing workflows, timelines and associated costs.

PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Started as an audio editor
and mixer and then moved into a variety of
operational, technical, product and administrative
roles covering the full media supply chain and

Reynolds is a musician
who started his career as an
audio editor.

localization.
HOMETOWN: Simi Valley, Calif.
LIVES NOW: Valencia, Calif.
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Music – I play guitar,
bass, drums and piano and spend a lot of time
listening to music. I also enjoy hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, road cycling and generally
anything outdoors. Finally, I love good stories
so enjoy reading and watching great content
at home or in the theater (when we’re not in a
pandemic)
linkedin.com/in/chris-reynolds-a8062113

DEG: How have your business teams experienced remote work as a result of the
pandemic differently, depending on where they are located?
CR: We’ve faired pretty well overall. Deluxe is fortunate to have large cloud-based platforms that
support a lot of our workflows, allowing the vast majority of our staff to continue working efficiently
from home. There are additional workflows that would traditionally have to be done on-site where
we’ve been able to leverage our IT and network infrastructure to virtualize workstations and provide
solutions where users can securely remote into their hardware and systems that can’t be virtualized. That only leaves a small portion of our workforce in situations where they absolutely must
work on-site, which is generally tied to the environment – for example, needing to mix in ATMOS in
a large room, or work with picture that needs to be viewed on a particular screen or projector that is
physically in a facility. By having fewer people on-site, we’re able to create a safer environment for
those that absolutely must go in.
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“No matter where you are in the world, platforms are launching
with great content that originates both in and out of the U.S.”
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RON GELLER
VP Worldwide Content Relations, Dolby Laboratories
With theaters shut during the pandemic, Dolby sees consumers
compelled to share premium in-home experiences

DEG: There are varying predictions about when consumers will be comfortable returning to theaters. Do you anticipate the box
office bouncing back to where it was before the pandemic, or might there be a new normal? With cinemas heavily impacted by
COVID-19, what has been the effect on the world of home entertainment in recent months?

Geller’s career advice might also apply to the
pandemic: “The tougher it is at the beginning, the
sweeter it is at the end.”

RG: The last few months have highlighted that home entertainment is
more important than ever. In fact, Dolby recently commissioned a global survey to better understand consumption and purchasing behavior
for the home during this incredibly unusual period in our history, which
found that home entertainment consumption is, predictably, way up. For
example, 72 percent of U.S. adults have increased how much they spend
on entertainment since the start of the year. But what’s more interesting
to me is the power of entertainment as a shared experience. Consumers
are craving human connection. According to the survey, 86 percent of
global respondents had over the last six months connected with family
and friends virtually while enjoying the same entertainment content
at home. And for the vast majority of consumers, it was their first time
doing so.
It has been amazing to see the resilience of our industry, which
has adapted to these changes. This has been exemplified through the
release of several major studio titles like Hamilton, Greyhound, Mulan,
Onward, and Trolls World Tour that made their debut in the home. While
there is no substitute for the shared magnificence of a cinema experience, consumers were still able to enjoy these films with spectacular
audio and picture quality powered by Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision. We
also remain confident that studios will continue to create great content
for cinema, and that when audiences return, they will seek out the best
cinema experiences.
DEG: With consumers spending so much time this year watching
content on home and personal devices, have you observed a growing
demand for premium in-home experiences? If so, what upgrades are
they most interested in?
RG: Definitely. Back to the survey, we found that 64 percent of global respondents plan to purchase a device specifically to upgrade
their living room entertainment experience (e.g., new TV, soundbar,
home theater speakers, receiver or streaming device). Respondents feel that better picture and sound quality impacts how they
connect with the story. I’m actually not surprised by this finding
because we know that the more recent immersive technologies
such as Dolby Vision and Dolby Atmos help create a more emotional and even physical reaction to content experiences than was
possible historically.
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DEG: How has the digital delivery of content with highest quality picture and sound evolved over the
past couple of years?
RG: Premium picture and sound continue to evolve not only with respect to the technologies themselves,
but also their positioning. In the early days, the pioneers and early adopters successfully leveraged Dolby
Vision and Dolby Atmos as a key differentiator. As more partners have come on board and consumers have
now developed an expectation for this experience, we are seeing Dolby Vision and Dolby Atmos become
almost status quo with major studios releasing their titles in one if not both technologies, in addition to
services that are making these enhanced experiences available to all users as part of their standard pricing
tier. This in turn leads to ongoing innovation, which allows for new differentiation options for our partners
(Dolby Vision IQ, which extends the benefits of Dolby Vision metadata, is an example), and the cycle then
continues again. We’re also hard at work to leverage the full potential of cloud-based solutions that will
make it easier than ever for our partners and new audiences to unlock optimized viewing experiences
powered by Dolby.

IN THIS JOB: 11 years
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Post-MBA, 10 years at
Sony Pictures, plus a few years in satellite
television as well as post-production roles at
Deluxe and Ascent Media
HOMETOWN: Baltimore
LIVES NOW: Manhattan Beach, Calif.
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Live theater and
concerts (sigh)
ron.geller@dolby.com

DEG: When we are able to safely return to what was once known
as “normal” business operations, what will have changed?
RG: Like many others, I think there is a lot of benefit to a hybrid of
in-office and home work. This is because many homes, including
mine, now have quasi-permanent workspaces that weren’t there
before COVID-19. We are finding out, myself included, that we can be
as productive at home as we are in the office. However, there is no
replacement for in-person interaction – especially when it comes to
team brainstorms and engaging with partners.
Regarding content post-production, where my team spends a lot
of time, the benefit of remote workflows, and remote review and
approvals, will likely continue in some form even after the pandemic, especially if it means creatives and studio executives can avoid
L.A. freeway traffic. I also expect we’ll see more tools that will make
remote workflows much easier.

DEG: What business advice would you pass along to someone just starting a career?
RG: Even in your first job doing a lot of grunt work, you’ll learn something (though it won’t seem like it at
the time): Handling the work with grace will likely get noticed. Try to remember that the tougher it is at the
beginning, the sweeter it will feel at the end. n

“In a survey, Dolby found that 64 percent of [consumers] plan to purchase a
device specifically to upgrade their living room entertainment. Respondents
feel that better picture and sound quality impacts how they connect with
the story.”
DEGQ&A
2020 16
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DANNY FISHER
CEO, FilmRise

Fisher enjoys watching British mysteries
and is expanding his viewing to dramas from
the UK as well. FilmRise’s Doc Martin has
become a new favorite.

FilmRise CEO Fisher sees robust opportunity for AVOD in the U.S. and abroad
DEG: What are the biggest opportunities created for an independent content provider like FilmRise as a result
of the proliferation of new OTT services?
DF: FilmRise has grown to become the largest independent provider of content to the AVOD streaming platforms
by using our proprietary data analytics algorithms to identify content that has very high demand from viewers,
but are either under the radar, or significantly underestimated by the industry.
A recent case in point is our acquisition of The Rifleman, which is a black and white TV series that is over 60
years old. Our analytics identified this show as having extremely high viewer demand. Now that we have released
the show on the major AVOD platforms, we have corroborated our algorithms, as it is one of the most popular
shows in the AVOD space.
DEG: Are there also challenges, or pitfalls, to be avoided?
DF: For FilmRise, our biggest challenge is keeping our eye on the ball and not deviating from our
analytics-based approach. The cost of licensing content for AVOD has increased significantly over the past
three years, and we are developing new strategies to acquire content in a more competitive environment. One
area that is of increasing interest to us is original production, and we have entered into several recent co-production deals, such as Bloodline Detectives, hosted by Nancy Grace, which is in TV syndication right now
but will soon be syndicated to OTT platforms.

DEG: AVOD is getting more attention since homebound consumers have started to look for more, and more
affordable, sources of content since the start of the pandemic. What are your expectations for AVOD’s growth
over the next two years?

IN THIS JOB: 8 years
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: With his
brother Jack, was the co-founder
of the film and TV company City
Lights Media Group.
HOMETOWN: Brooklyn, NY
LIVES NOW: Brooklyn, NY
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK:
Walking, meditating, yoga and
watching British mysteries
danny@filmrise.com

DF: Our expectations are for massive growth in the AVOD space, and for growth outside the U.S. to be much greater than in the U.S. AVOD outside the U.S. is at the state
that U.S. AVOD was perhaps three years ago, so the rate of growth of AVOD internationally is much higher than the rate of growth in the U.S. currently.
Established AVOD platforms will continue to grow, and new platforms like Peacock
will grow at a faster rate, as they have just started out. More new platforms appealing
to niche audiences will proliferate, and that collectively will aggregate into a meaningful market share. We also believe that smart TVs will grow their AVOD audience
significantly.
Audiences will not want to pay for multiple paid services, whether cable or SVOD,
and will learn that they can try out multiple AVOD services for free – without even
having to sign up in most cases. Audiences will learn that there is programming that
is outside the box but of high quality and will develop a taste for content that they had
previously not heard of. I myself have become addicted to some of the content that
FilmRise is offering on AVOD, such as Doc Martin!
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DEG: What best practices can you share for keeping your teams engaged, positive and well during
this time of remote work?
DF: We have a staff of 70, all working remotely, and we are all engaged closely with each other via Zoom conferences,
emails and texts daily. We have been supportive of each other on matters of business as well as personal support. We act
like a large family, and continually share issues with each other, whether professional or personal. As CEO, I make sure to
communicate separately with each one of our 70 team members on a regular basis. It’s all about communication, being
open, supportive and sharing.

DEG: What advice you would pass along to someone just starting a career in film or television?
DF: I am asked this question a lot. I always have the same answer: get in the door, become an intern or take an entry
level position of any kind. Be a team player, and do what needs to be done, even if it means making coffee, organizing the
shelves or other such work. If you work hard and are diligent – regardless of the task – you will be noticed. I have promoted
for diligence, hard work, fulfilling the task one is given – as opposed to promoting based on one’s great ideas. Ideas are
welcome – but first get the job done that you were asked to do – and give it 100 percent. n

“As CEO, I make sure to communicate separately with each one of our 70
team members on a regular basis. It’s all about communication, being open,
supportive and sharing.”
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LUCAS BERTRAND

“Securing visibility across platforms requires a certain level of sophistication
and coordination that requires a lot of people to manage manually. The rapidly changing merchandising landscape on screens means more platforms are
now selling placement and becoming the new gatekeepers to audiences.”

CEO, Looper Insights

The pandemic has raised stakes for digital
entertainment merchandising, says Looper
Insights boss Bertrand

DEG: Looper is a new DEG member. For people
who aren’t familiar with the company, how would
you describe the company’s role in the digital entertainment ecosystem?
LB: We provide visibility, data and insights
of apps and titles across OTT and connected
device environments including smart TV, games
consoles, streaming devices and set-top boxes.

DEG: How has digital merchandising of film and TV
changed since the onset of the pandemic?

LB: It has become even more crucial and higher
stakes, requiring more real time and accurate
data to effectively manage and track ROI. Observing the data, we see a massive shift towards
connected devices engagement as viewers want
to watch high value content on their biggest
screen: the TV. Distributors are focusing on
where the audience is (at home and on demand)
and delivering content-led merchandising
campaigns across platforms and stores to get
in front of the consumer. That’s hard in an on
demand fragmented world. Securing visibility
across platforms requires a certain level of
sophistication and coordination that requires
a lot of people to manage manually. The rapidly
changing merchandising landscape on screens
means more platforms are now selling placement and becoming the new gatekeepers to
these audiences.

DEG: What merchandising data do you think is currently being underutilized by content owners
and distributors?
LB: The biggest problem is just knowing where your app or title is on a service and for how long it’s
being promoted (or not) within each UI. That data exists and the insights are super valuable for those
competing in this space. We are seeing the broadcasters now realizing that the carriage negotiation
for position on the electronic program guide is now a daily battle to get their titles and app brands
promoted over the competition. Without this visibility you are flying blind in that negotiation.

DEG: On your website, we noticed your 1 percent pledge for the Crisis charity. Can you tell us about
that – how did you decide to make a charitable commitment? And why Crisis?
LB: Here in London and in L.A., like many big cities, we have a terrible
problem with a lack of cost-effective housing and accessible care for
people on the borderline. Since the pandemic, it’s become even more
invisible to many of us who are no longer commuting and seeing familiar if desperate faces. It’s our pledge to donate 1 percent of time, profit
or product development, whichever is the greater value, to them each
year to recognize and contribute back to our communities.

DEG: When do you expect to be traveling regularly again? Where will you go?
TA: My normal work route is between L.A. and London and I don’t see that opening up or being as
necessary until next summer. As soon as we can, I’ll get back onto the water for some sailing with
family and friends and I’ll do that anywhere with some wind and sea! n

IN THIS JOB: 3 years
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Founder/CEO of MoMedia TV, a VOD aggregator and distributor backed by
Endemol, London. Also, MD Europe, Swann Communications, London, and Founder / CEO of C&B
Coffee cafes and coffee carts, Melbourne, Australia

As soon as the pandemic allows,
Melbourne native Bertrand is headed
“anywhere with some wind and sea!”
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HOMETOWN: Melbourne, Australia
LIVES NOW: London
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: wild swimming, sailing, BBQs and music
lucas.bertrand@looperinsights.com; linkedin.com/in/lucas-bertrand-14782a
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PEDRO GUTIERREZ

Director Digital Stores Entertainment,
Consumer Applications and Advertising Category
Management, Microsoft Corp.
DEG Board Director

Gutierrez is committed to logging
12,000 steps each day, even when
it means eating on the go.

Microsoft Digital Stores leader is optimistic about the potential of windows
experiments to connect consumers with more content

DEG: Theaters in parts of the country, and the world, have been closed for a long time, and that has created an
opportunity for experimentation with windows and an opening for premium VOD that’s been a long time coming.
How do you see this playing out in the coming year?
PG: I believe we are just at the beginning of the experimentation process. All studios and distributors want to connect
consumers with their desired entertainment, and the constantly changing impact of COVID-19 restrictions on theatrical, the growth of streaming services, and greater consumer understanding of transactional services lead to a myriad
of opportunities for testing and optimization. We are going to see a proliferation of different strategies that are all going
to take time to be understood and adopted by consumers. Hence, I see this coming year as being full of new opportunities for both content owners and consumers to connect, and, as a platform, I am excited about how Microsoft can fulfill
against these opportunities!

PG: Microsoft, as an organization from the top
down, places employees first and has the technology to efficiently enable work-from-home scenarios. We all miss the hallway banter and drop-ins, but
we make those up by purposely and thoughtfully
checking in on each other, getting together virtually not just for work but to bond over online bingo
or GIF battles, and being understanding of each
other’s individual needs.
DEG: What’s your favorite success story that your teams have
accomplished during this unprecedented virtual period?
PG: At the start of the stay-at-home orders in March, the Microsoft Movies & TV team rallied with our studio
partners to bring the latest content straight from theaters and PVOD to consumers. It was amazing to see how
the team members and studios coordinated quickly to share these titles, promote them to consumers, and
add individual components to differentiate the offerings, growing the business for all. These joint efforts reinforced what were previously strong relationships and make the ongoing planning and experimentation easier.

DEG: Is there anything that has surprised you in consumers’ entertainment consumption habits
since the start of the pandemic?
PG: The biggest surprise to me as been the popularity of
Contagion. I have been watching movies and shows to
disappear from today’s reality, yet many have found Contagion as the movie to watch again during these times.
The other item I have noticed is the people who missed
shows when they were initially popular are now catching
up and wanting to discuss them. Whether it is older shows
like The Wire or the first seasons of Yellowstone, people
are now discovering these shows later and bringing back,
albeit virtual, “watercooler talk” about them. It is a bit of
nostalgia and a whole lot of fun to revisit great content.

DEG: How have your business teams experienced remote work
as a result of the pandemic differently, depending on where they
are located?

DEG: What is one new habit you’ve picked up while working from home this year?

Yellowstone

IN THIS JOB: 4 years

Coach, healthcare consultant, a stint at Kraft marketing Toblerone,

PRIOR EXPERIENCE: At Microsoft for 19-plus years, beginning in

and having my own college counseling business.

the Office Marketing group, transitioning to Xbox for the launch

HOMETOWN: Belmont, Mass.

of the 360 to start the Xbox Advertising business, and moving

LIVES NOW: Sammamish, Wash.

to the Digital Stores in 2016. Prior to Microsoft, I had a varied

ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Barbecue, outdoor activities, chauffer

background as an Assistant Dean of Admissions and Water Polo

and avid fan of my kids’ activities

“Whether it is older shows like The Wire or the first seasons of Yellowstone, people are now discovering these shows later and bringing back,
albeit virtual, ‘watercooler talk’ about them.”

linkedin.com/in/pegutierrez
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PG: I have gotten addicted to maximizing my step count, leading to behaviors that
are driving my family and dog crazy. I try to reach a minimum of 12,000 steps a day
and, when I know that my schedule is a bit tighter, I purposely take longer paths to the
kitchen or backyard, or eat my meals while walking just to increase my step count. My
path to reaching my daily step “achievement unlock” may not be the best but at least it
is a healthy habit! n
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RICARDO SOLAR

Solar’s 2020 hindsight:
Don’t sell your Tesla stock.

SVP U.S. Media Entertainment,
Toys & LATAM, The NPD Group

The pandemic created many new entertainment consumers, says this NPD Group
leader. The challenge for IP companies is how to keep them engaged for years to come.
DEG: What is currently the biggest area of opportunity in entertainment creation, distribution or technology?
RS: For us at NPD it is about the intersection and insights of our data across all of entertainment as it evolves and
blends digital with physical. For example, the correlation between content viewing in SVOD and its impact on the shelf
for toys, video games, books and DVDs. We are looking at best practices on the windowing and distribution strategies
that maximize these correlations delivering incremental sales and profit. I think that the content creators, consumer
product divisions, licensors, and retailers that understand how their IP and products navigate the entertainment ecosystem will maximize their revenues and win in the market.
For example, through our tracking systems, we can see how old content for a kids’ series generates an incremental
audience and interest that will boost the new content as it is released on a platform.
Because of the pandemic, kids and adults play more video games, read more books and watch more movies than ever
before. The competition for dollars into these segments will be fierce. For example, 13 million additional people played
with toys this year compared to 2019. Many of these new consumers may be lost when other forms of live entertainment
come back such as theaters, amusement parks, sporting events and camps. Companies need to understand who these
newly acquired consumers are, what they are doing, what and where they are watching content now, and how they can
keep them engaged with their IP across the ecosystem for years to come.

IN THIS JOB: 3 years
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: VP Sales, Sony Pictures
Home Entertainment (5 Years); Business
Development Partner at Kantar Management

DEG: What will be the biggest opportunity in five years?
RS: For media, we believe that TV content service fragmentation will lead to completing the cycle of distribution
rebundling. The most successful distributors will be able to fully monetize the platforms that we are just now seeing
hit the market.
DEG: What can home entertainment learn about digital distribution from the music or videogame industries?
RS: The music industry missed the opportunity to monetize digital because they were focused on piracy instead. They
saw the transition coming and didn’t get behind the consumer shift and develop distribution capabilities to capitalize
on it. In the end, the consumer still moved to digital and it took the industry 10 years to revert back to monetizing that
engagement.
For insight on the video games industry, I solicited help from NPD’s U.S. games industry analyst, Mat Piscatella.
According to Mat, video games publishers in gaming want to move to subscription and digital models to control the
consumer relationship and improve margins. They incentivize digital purchasing by offering pre-order discounting and
exclusive content for those that buy digitally.
DEG: Now that you’ve experienced almost all of 2020, if you could go back to March and give yourself some
advice, what would it be?
RS: Besides don’t sell your Tesla stock, I would tell myself not to worry too much about our business. At the beginning
of the pandemic, we didn’t know how the bricks-and-mortar store closures across the globe would impact our tracking and consumer business in many of the global categories we measure, such as toys. Of course, NPD being a data
and analytics company, created multiple business scenarios, some of them not so positive. We soon realized that the
value of our data across physical, digital and e-commerce, and the industry expertise of our people were critical to our
customers who were looking for our guidance to successfully navigate through the uncertainty. At the end, and so far,
all went well, and I feel fortunate and grateful for working in such a great company.
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Consultants (5 years); Sr. Director Customer
Marketing Mattel Toys U.S. and LATAM (11
years); and a stint as entrepreneur that
taught me all the things I shouldn’t do.
HOMETOWN: Mexico City
LIVES NOW: Redondo Beach, Calif., for the
past 16 years
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Learning,
exercising and trying to create meaningful
relationships with others
ricardo.solar@npd.com

DEG: What’s your favorite success story that your teams have
accomplished during this unprecedented virtual period?
RS: I have a team of 60+ people across three countries and four time zones. NPD was
one of the first companies to go fully virtual a few days before the lockdown, putting
the safety of our people first. During this period, we have quickly adjusted our means
of communicating and collaborating. My team was able to not only keep the business
running, but also grow by providing our customers with visibility into the overall impact
of COVID-19 in the industries we cover, plus helping them identify new consumer
segments, whitespace opportunities, and providing forecasting to inform their demand
planning. All of this while having fun and supporting each other. n

“The music industry missed the opportunity to monetize digital because
they were focused on piracy instead. They saw the transition coming and
didn’t get behind the consumer shift and develop distribution capabilities
to capitalize on it.”
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DAN GOMAN

Goman’s advice on 2020, in
hindsight: Buckle up, it’s going
to be a wild ride and it’s going
to last longer than you think.

CEO, Ownzones Entertainment Technologies

Longtime software executive Goman explains the benefits of cloud supply
chain for an improved consumer experience with digital entertainment

DEG: In layman’s terms, what are the three biggest business benefits to moving the digital entertainment
supply chain to the cloud?
DG: Efficiency. Cloud-based technologies give us a more informed view of the value relationships between content creation,
content ownership, and content consumption. This is incredibly important as we experience an explosion of new outlets and
online services. The cloud allows us to be more agile as an industry, to work more rapidly and efficiently, and to monetize
content in new ways.
Savings. Just as there is a proliferation of new OTT services and unprecedented growth in content production, there are
also exciting, new opportunities to monetize existing content. This brings the challenge of tighter margins as the market for
eyeballs becomes more and more saturated.
Cloud-based supply chain technologies, like Ownzones Connect, for example, have the ability to utilize artificial intelligence and automation to rapidly analyze and identify all of the components. Files are scanned as they are moved into the
cloud and replicated content can be removed from the archive, which with many archives measured in petabytes means
savings of millions of dollars for content owners.
Another important aspect about the transition to the cloud is the shift from capital expenditure to operating expenditure
(capex to opex) which allows content owners to free up precious capital to invest in more content to generate consumer revenue. This is a big shift in the
IN THIS JOB: 10 years
economic paradigm that is creating more opportunity for growth and profit
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Numerous positions with large
across the entire supply chain ecosystem.
software companies, including Microsoft
Security. With movie and series budgets often in the hundreds of millions
of
dollars,
it is imperative that only the best security be employed to protect
HOMETOWN: Seattle
content owners’ investments. Content owners can be confident that cloudLIVES NOW: Los Angeles
based storage and digital supply chain workflows offer significant security
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Fitness and biohacking
advantages over traditional on-premises workflows. Ownzones Connect, for
instance, is built upon Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud which utilizes
linkedin.com/in/dan-goman-4489369
military grade security across its entire network.
DEG: What benefits will consumers experience as a result of this change?
DG: Consumers are benefiting from the shift to the cloud in many ways. The most obvious is the proliferation of choice from
the new streaming services which are all hosted in the cloud and use cloud-based technologies to deliver compelling entertainment experiences to mobile and set-top devices and televisions. Add to that the level of interactivity that cloud-based technologies enable for the consumer, including customized user experiences based on artificial intelligence (AI) to deliver highly
personalized content choices based on viewing habits, customized e-commerce experiences utilizing embedded metadata
and demographic information to maximize relevance and sales engagement.
An interesting area where cloud-based technologies are contributing to consumer experience is the ability to localize
content. Ownzones Connect incorporates the Rekognition microservice from AWS to allow content owners to automatically
create machine generated subtitles. Not only does this open up a world of content experiences for the audience, but it also
opens up global market opportunities for content owners. Very soon we will be able to experience lifelike machine-generated
voices in multiple languages using the speech patterns of the lead actor, adding to the realism of the experience, and raising
the production value of the content for the audience.
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DEG: Where is the industry in terms of its transition to the cloud now? Has the pandemic played a role in
hastening the transition?
DG: The media and entertainment industry is rapidly adopting cloud-based technologies at every stage of content creation and
the digital supply chain. This adoption has been greatly accelerated by the impact of the global pandemic forcing everyone to work
remotely.
For example, content can be immediately uploaded on the set and it is automatically logged, transcoded, and delivered to all of
the people down the line who need to work with it next. Editors and visual effects artists are working from home using powerful
computers hosted in the cloud. Studios are finding these virtual environments are more powerful, faster, and less expensive to
operate than managing and maintaining on-premise infrastructure.
DEG: Now that you’ve experienced almost all of 2020, if you could go back to March and give yourself some advice, what would it be?
DG: It’s very difficult to say, this year has been the year of “the unexpected” in many ways. It would probably be something
like – buckle up, it’s going to be a wild ride and it’s going to last longer than you think.
DEG: When it’s time for you to relax, what is your go-to entertainment, and how do you experience it?
DG: We “cut the cord” a long time ago in our house, so we stream everything, and we subscribe to three major streaming services
for all programming. Even though I spend a lot of time on my phone, I prefer to consume entertainment content on a large screen
TV. While mobile device screens get better and better with each iteration, there’s nothing like seeing your favorite movie on a large
screen, high resolution TV with a good sound system. n

“The ability to collaborate and share content in real-time enables a new
level of creativity that ultimately contributes to a richer experience for audiences. We’re in a period of rapid change and the possibilities are endless.”
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DAN COHEN
President, ViacomCBS Global Distribution Group
DEG Board Vice Chair

Cohen, pictured at a football
match in Germany before the
pandemic, calls in-person time
with colleagues one of the best
aspects of his role.

Distribution veteran Cohen says that while production delays
hurt, the pandemic has also created opportunities for innovation

DEG: The pandemic has really accelerated media consumption trends that had started earlier, including cord
cutting and the growth of digital, in both transactional and subscription forms. How do you see these trends
continuing into 2021?
DC: I definitely see these trends continuing, if for no other reason than the pandemic won’t disappear in 2020. I also see merit in a number of new initiatives in-and-around the way content is being
consumed (and distributed).

DEG: Do these changing consumption trends impact content licensing in a positive
or negative way? How so?
DC: It’s some of each. The delay in new production hurts our
business, given it’s the new movies and series that drive a lot of
our revenue. We have, however, also found great new opportunities — including the explorations into PVOD and the return
of the CBS Sunday Night Movie. I love seeing iconic movies like
Forrest Gump and Ferris Bueller back on broadcast television!

DEG: What’s your favorite part of working from home? What do you like least?

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

DEG: How can, or should, DEG best help the membership navigate all the change that the entertainment industry
is experiencing – in consumer behavior, business models, windows, and even the new ways we are all working?
DC: DEG is a great resource for us all. The daily industry news updates are terrific and the DEG
virtual sessions are providing such great industry information, data, trends and best practices.
I’ll do my part to support all of this continuing.

IN THIS JOB: 1 year

LIVES NOW: Los Angeles (Hancock Park)

PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Previously head of television and home

ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Tennis, hiking, hanging at home with

entertainment distribution for Paramount, after having spent 20

my wife and our three crazy dogs

years in distribution at Disney.

linkedin.com/in/dan-cohen-6a236655

HOMETOWN: Pittsburgh
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DC: The best part has been using these new technologies to allow more of our team to participate in meetings,
discussions, and helping us map out plans. The part I miss the most is just seeing my colleagues and our clients in person. While I’m happy to not be traveling all over, I do miss the in-person time, which is one of the best
aspects of my role.
DEG: What’s your favorite job that you’ve had in the entertainment industry?
DC: I joined Home Premiere Television (now known as iNDEMAND) just prior to its launch in 1987 (!) as one of the
first national pay-per-view networks. There was something incredibly special and exciting about helping launch a
service in a very nascent business model. We launched with the movie Ishtar, which perhaps is a different story! n

“We have found great new opportunities — including the explorations into
PVOD and the return of the CBS Sunday Night Movie. I love seeing iconic
movies like Forrest Gump and Ferris Bueller back on broadcast television!”
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DARCY ANTONELLIS

Antonellis credits her family members
with being her most valuable mentors.

CEO/Division President Amdocs Media, Vubiquity
(a wholly owned subsidiary of Amdocs Inc.)
“In the course of about
48 hours from the start
of the pandemic, more
than 1,000 employees
were working remotely.
For all of our lessons
learned and appreciated,
it’s been their resilience
and perseverance that
has been so inspiring.”

Vubiquity’s Antonellis: Distribution continues to grow in complexity as much more
content comes to market

DEG: How are your teams at Vubiquity working differently as a result of consumers’ increased consumption of
content since the onset of the pandemic?
DA: Newly produced content has been replaced by significant library distribution around the globe.
There is significant volume to support the existing and new global OTTs — both with launches and
extended campaigns. UHD and bespoke formats are getting more attention. Rights/avails coupled with
new monetization models naturally continue to grow in complexity.
DEG: What’s your favorite success story that your teams have accomplished during
this unprecedented virtual period?
DA: I cannot say enough about the commitment and work the organization has put into virtualizing almost all of our commercial functions around the globe. In the course of about 48 hours from
the start of the pandemic, more than 1,000 employees were working remotely. For all of our lessons
learned and appreciated, it’s been their resilience and perseverance that has been so inspiring.

IN THIS JOB: 5.75 years with Vubiquity,
which was acquired by Amdocs 2018

DEG: How will the entertainment distribution business look
different in 2022 than it did in 2019?

PRIOR EXPERIENCE: CTO and President,
Technical Operations Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. and prior to that lead
Network and Olympic Operations for CBS
Inc. in New York.
HOMETOWN: Metuchen, N.J.
LIVES NOW: Ventura County, Calif.
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Cycling, both

DA: With the largest content creators spending in
excess of $100 billion in the aggregate, and coupled with a backlog within release planning, global
programming complexity comes top of mind. With
social activities challenged in 2020 and a looking
ahead to theatres and other venues open at scale,
people will want to go out for entertainment, live
events and travel.

DEG: Who has been your most valuable career mentor, and in what
way have they been most helpful to you?
DA: My family members have been by biggest mentors: from work ethic to
decision-making and much, much more.
DEG: What advice would you give to a woman just starting a career in entertainment technology?
DA: My suggestions would be to start with identifying those areas you’re most
passionate about — if you don’t love it, it’s a waste of time and talent.
Second, build your own personal network of mentors, supporters and peers.
Last, recognize that it isn’t always going to be easy, so find your own personal
path to satisfaction in dealing with the challenges as well as the successes. n

bicycle and on a Harley. Tennis, golf and
anything sports-related
dantonellis@vubiquity.com;
linkedin.com/in/darcyantonellis
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2021 DIGITAL EVENTS

12/10/20

RECAP & ANALYSIS
2020 YEAR-END REPORT: THE STATE OF
THE DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY (INCLUDING PRESS)
SALON WITH SARA DeWITT OF PBS KIDS DIGITAL
DEG EXPO: THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
FROM MUSIC STREAMING

JANUARY 20
JANUARY 27

FEBRUARY 9 | 1 PM
FEBRUARY

DEG TECHNOLOGY & OPERATIONS AWARDS

MARCH 11

EUROPEAN ROAD SHOW

MARCH

SPRING MEMBERSHIP MEETING

VP Financial Reporting, Digital Transaction Streaming,
WarnerMedia
Chair, DEG Finance & Accounting Committee

Neveu, pictured with
husband Jeremy
Ross, enjoys long
walks on the beach,
and also a spin
around the racetrack
in a performance
automobile.

APRIL

THE MATURING D2C LANDSCAPE

MAY

DELIVERING ENHANCED CONSUMER EXPERIENCE

JUNE

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT WITH PVOD

JUNE

SALON

DEBBIE NEVEU

JULY

MIDYEAR REPORT: THE STATE OF THE
DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY (INCLUDING PRESS)
MENTORING KICKOFF
FALL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

IN THIS JOB: 12 years; from startup to
successful global business with

DEG/CANON CLUB’S HEDY LAMARR AWARDS

NOVEMBER

distribution in over 130 countries
PRIOR EXPERIENCE: Began in finance at

DEG 2021 SEND-OFF & CELEBRATION

DECEMBER

Marriott International, then relocated to
Los Angeles for a role at Disney Consumer

ALL TIMES ARE PACIFIC AND ALL EVENTS ARE DIGITAL AS OF JANUARY 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO RETURNING TO IN-PERSON ATTENDANCE WHEN IT IS SAFE.
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS, DEG DIGITAL EVENTS ARE FREE TO ATTEND
For an UPDATED LISTING of DEG and industry events, please see degonline.org/events.
TO REGISTER or for more information, please email Shannon@degonline.org.
For information about event SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES,
please email Andi@degonline.org or Christian.Calson@degonline.org.
To be considered as a SPEAKER, please email Marcy@degonline.org.

Products; from there joined WB Theatrical
and then WB Digital
HOMETOWN: Fairfax, Va.
LIVES NOW: Sherman Oaks, Calif.
ENJOYS, OUTSIDE OF WORK: Long walks,
beaches and swimming, coaching friends,
travel, service and volunteer work
linkedin.com/in/debbie-neveu-a2a88b5

WarnerMedia finance VP Neveu sees business potential
in interactive companion apps for content viewing
DEG: The pandemic has really accelerated media consumption trends that had started earlier, including cord cutting and the growth of digital, in both transactional and
subscription forms. How do you see these trends continuing into 2021?
DN: I expect that, in 2021, working, relaxing and learning from home will drive even
more growth in digital film and TV entertainment distribution (cable cutting, AVOD,
TVOD, SVOD). Until there is a vaccine and likely afterward, there will be continuing
growth in videogames (especially online gaming, because of the social aspect in a
time of isolation) and, more than ever, in edutainment, as parents need to provide a
rich and varied learning environment at home to supplement traditional schooling. In
education, people will continue looking beyond the standard STEM disciplines to embrace new areas of learning that can be delivered especially well digitally, including
creativity and emotional intelligence. Everyone’s enthusiasm about finding connection and community through video interactions via Zoom and FaceTime is going to
have a long-lasting effect on learning, engagement and the ways stories are told.
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DEG: What business models do you see used in other industries – microtransactions in video
games might be one example – that you think might have potential for film and TV?
DN: Interactive augmentations to traditional lean-back viewing have been tried over the last
two decades by businesses but have not been accepted widely. However, people increasingly use their phones and tablets while watching to discover new shows, look up episode
guides and databases of actor/creator information. A promising example of how to turn this
into a business model is TVTime, an app that lets people voluntarily post reviews, and share
their favorites, wish lists and much more data that goes well beyond traditional ratings. This
not only benefits users but also provides a trove of rich data about likes, engagement and
emotional hooks that is distilled for providers to help optimize content programming.
DEG: What’s a surprising business insight that you’ve gained this year?
DN: The whole world seems broken right now, but I see huge business opportunity in the fact
that each and every part of our lives is being reimagined and reenvisioned, all at the same time
– from climate change solutions, to altered world economies, to virus-safe travel and leisure,
education, government, retail, entertainment and even space travel. The challenge is to
enthusiastically embrace change and business experimentation in order to achieve successful
results.
DEG: Now that you’ve experienced almost all of 2020, if you could go
back to March and give yourself some advice, what would it be?
DN: I would counsel my March self to lean into
adventure, seek joy and grow resiliency by facing
challenges. I put this advice into practice even back
in March. The weekend before lockdown began, 75
ladies from my AllBright sisterhood and I descended on the BMW performance center in Indio for an
International Women’s Day event. With the help of
several professional race car coaches and a bit of instructional training, we faced our fears and felt pure
exhilaration as we enjoyed off-roading, drifting, drag
racing and some very intense laps at high speeds on
the racetrack – picking up the pace after each turn
to again stomp on the gas. The joy and confidence
that the experience brought has fueled my ability
to push through a number of challenges in the last
nine months.

DEG: What business news source can you not do without?
DN: John Oliver, of course! He is a reliable news
source with sardonic humor to help me get perspective on daily events. I also love Apple News+. It brings
me stories from so many diverse sources and helps
me discover things to broaden my interests. I love
getting lost in reading about topics I never knew I’d
be interested in – from the impact of devastation in
the rain forests or Australian wildlife, to hilarious
human behavior and technologies that can change
the world. n
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“The whole world seems
broken right now, but I see
huge business
opportunity in the fact
that each and every part
of our lives is being
reimagined and
reenvisioned, all at the
same time – from
climate change solutions,
to altered world
economies, to virus-safe
travel and leisure,
education, government,
retail, entertainment
and even space travel.”

Q

ALISA JOSEPH
SVP Strategy & Business Development,
Whip Media Group
Whip Media leader sees a “sticker shock” emerging
among consumers paying for multiple TV services

DEG: What’s a surprising consumer insight that you’ve gained this year?

DEG: The pandemic has really accelerated media consumption trends that had started earlier, including cord
cutting and the growth of digital entertainment through transactional and subscription models. What does
Whip’s consumer data tell you about how these trends will continue to play out in 2021 and 2022?
AJ: Our data validated that OTT was already transforming our industry and that the pandemic simply
fueled trends that were already well underway. While consumers are getting overwhelmed by the number of services available to them, they’re more in control over what content they want to watch. In this
increasingly crowded market, data becomes more critical to understand not only what consumers are
watching but why. This will vary by any combination of territories, platforms, and consumer preferences
and tastes. Add to the picture rising content costs and the increased demand for catalog content, and
integrating data and insights into the decision workflow becomes essential to predicting the success of
what content needs to be licensed next to engage viewers and drive retention and acquisition.
DEG: Do consumers have a content saturation point, in
terms of number of services, or time or money spent?
AJ: In a recent survey that we fielded to users of
our TV Time app, the world’s largest TV and moving tracking platform, we saw the emergence of
sticker shock on how much consumers are willing to pay. On average, respondents subscribe
to 4 services and pay $40 per month. While they
may be willing to subscribe to one additional
service, there is some resistance since they may
feel satisfied with what they already have, are
experiencing expense fatigue, or are not interested in the content being offered. This may help
explain the growing popularity of ad-supported
video on demand and bundling. AVOD provides
both financial relief and fresh content. Bundling
offers a one-stop approach and different content that can attract and engage audiences who
otherwise might not try a service.

Joseph’s family will celebrate both
Hanukkah and Christmas at home, with
a new Goldendoodle puppy and plans to
help in community food banks.
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“During times of massive social shifts, connecting consumers with
the right content is a game changer. For example, as the pandemic
hit, our insights showed consumer predisposition towards comedies
and drama which provide relief from the ominous headlines.”

AJ: During times of massive social shifts, connecting consumers with
the right content is a game changer. For example, as the pandemic hit, our
insights showed consumer predisposition towards comedies and drama
which provided relief from the ominous headlines. Traditional metrics are
unlikely to detect these emotional motivations, resulting in programming
and licensing choices that are not capitalizing on consumer sentiment and
assigning a premium to the value of that content. In these uncertain times,
sentiment will continue to evolve and understanding how audiences are engaged and anticipating content will be critical to making smarter licensing
decisions and positively impact business outcomes.
The Last Dance
In the early days of the pandemic, news genre viewing nearly doubled,
while sports declined sharply because of the cessation of live events. Now we’re seeing news programming level out as
consumers seek lighter fare and escapism programs. Indeed, A+E Networks grew viewership in both prime and total day,
outpacing the cable marketplace. But the power and value of cable and broadcast was clearly evident when ESPN aired
the NFL Draft in late April and the 10-part documentary, The Last Dance. Both yielded record-breaking results, suggesting that viewers could return in high numbers when original fare is again abundant.
Predicting the lifecycle of these trends depends somewhat on the course of the health emergency itself — if, how, and
when Americans return to pre-COVID-19 lifestyles, business environments resume and sports seasons move forward.
Returning to live production is also an important X-factor to consider. But an informed guess would be that broadcast
and ad-supported cable viewing will return to pre-COVID-19 levels, and that streaming growth will continue.
DEG: Now that you’ve experienced almost all of 2020, if you could go back to March and give yourself some
advice, what would it be?
AJ: Be prepared for the long haul and use this time to become stronger and more resilient. Think creatively about problem solving in this new environment across both work and personal life. Remain positive and help others to do the same!

DEG: How are you planning to relax during the holidays in this most unusual year?
AJ: I will spend time with my immediate family and our new Goldendoodle puppy. We’ll be celebrating both Hanukkah and
Christmas at home and helping our community food banks to meet the growing needs that have come with the pandemic. n
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